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**EMERGENCY ONLY! **
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Dear Scouters,
Camp Durant is excited to be hosting Cub Scout Summer Camp in the summer
of 2022. This camp for Cub Scout Tigers through Webelos Arrow of Light
Scouts, is an experience to put the “Outing” into Scouting! Scouts will have the
opportunity to camp in the outdoors, in platform tents or bring their own tents,
work on Adventure Loops, explore the outdoors and experience the “wild”
environment of OSR!
Camp Durant is the primary summer camping facility of the Occoneechee
Council. Camp Durant is a part of the Occoneechee Scout Reservation, a
2,400 - acre (9.7 km2) tract in northwestern Moore County, North Carolina.
The property straddles the geographic division of the Piedmont and Sandhill
regions of North Carolina.
The traditions of OSR at Camp Durant, a place where Scouts go fishing,
swimming and boating, and to have a “wild” experience like the deer and other
animals do roaming freely on the property is what we want to offer to you and
your Scout.
It is our honor and privilege to provide the best experience for you and your
Scouts, to continue the traditions of Occoneechee Scout Reservation. In an
effort to help you prepare for your summer adventure, this guidebook has been
compiled to convey the details about our programs, procedures, and services
that will be most important for the success of your camping experience.
Please take the time to read this document and familiarize
yourself with Cub Scout Camp and its features.
We invite you to come to Camp Durant this summer for
Cub Scout Summer Camp and experience the
“Wild Wild West” adventures at OSR!

SUMMER CAMP FEES
$ 100.00

First Camper

$ 50.00

Second Camper (or Sibling)

$ 30.00

Leaders/Parents

Registration Deadline: June 1st, 2021
$ 10.00

Per Person Late Fee after deadline

Leadership:
Parent/Partner is required for all Cubs attending without a Pack
** Rising first graders (Tiger Cubs) can participate in resident camping along with their adult partner.

Packs/Dens: Two-deep Registered Leadership is required for every six (6) Youth.
Refund Policy:

All fees are refundable until June 1st, 2021. After that, registration fees are NOT
REFUNDABLE unless there are extenuating circumstances totally beyond the control of
the Scout/Scouter. Documentation by a third party (i.e., Doctor) will be required before
credit will be issued. Refund Checks will be issued within 30 days after Cub Summer
Camp.
Medical Services:
Parents/Guardians are responsible for administering medications and keeping said
medications located in a secure place. Refrigeration, if required, is available at the
Health Lodge. There will be a Staff Medic to assist with medical emergencies. The
camp utilizes 911 services for Moore County.

POLICIES & PROCEDURES
Parking:
Visitor parking is available in the large parking area in front of the Administration
Building. Parking will be at the campsites for camper convenience. Handicap driving
passes will be handled on a case-by-case basis.
BB Guns:
We provide all the BB guns, targets and BB’s. All equipment used in the shooting
sports program is under the supervision of the Shooting Sports Director.
Insurance:
Each registered scout in the Occoneechee Council attending camp will be covered by
health and accident insurance. This coverage is secondary and is in effect only when
the individual is not covered under any other policy.
Out of Council Units/Scouts, must provide a copy of their Council’s Proof of Insurance
which can be requested through your Council Headquarters.
Immunizations:
The State of North Carolina Immunization Unit requires that all persons attending
camp have adequate immunizations which consist of those listed on Part B of the
medical form.
Camp Emergency:
An emergency drill will be conducted your first day at camp. In the event there is a
camp-wide emergency, a plan is in place to deal with a lost person, missing swimmer
or other accidents. In the event that an emergency is declared, a camp-wide siren will
be signaled and you will be required to report to the Grand Lodge with your Scout/Unit.
Camping:
Each campsite hold approximately 20, two (2) person tents on pallets.
Scout/Parent/Guardian will share a tent. For those bringing more than one camper,
youth & adults will be provided separate lodging. Each site has a bath house with
flush toilets & showers. All sites have covered shelters with picnic tables.

MEDICAL POLICIES
Health Forms:
All Scouts and Adults must have Parts A & B of the Annual Health and
Medical Record Form and a copy of their insurance information. The newest
form should be used and is available at: www.scouting.org. Please keep in
mind that the Health Forms process is designed for each participant’s
personal safety. Diligence in this process makes the difference between a
great experience or a poor one. Any participants who do not have a
completed Health Form will be restricted from all activities until form is
completed.
The Individual Scout & Pack’s Health Forms will be kept on file for the
program sessions in the Health Office and will be returned at the end of the
camp. Even is a leader or a participant is arriving late, all efforts should be
made to have that person’s Health Form with the Pack during check-in, so the
Health Officer can review all of the Pack’s forms together.
Medicines:
As a requirement of the Boy Scouts of America all prescription medicines need to be kept in its
original container and stored in a locked container. The OSR Health Lodge is available to store
medications or an Adult Leader may be designated within the Unit to keep the medications locked
up in their campsite. A lockable tackle box works perfectly for this. Epi-pens, inhalers, insulin or
other medication or device used in the event of life-threatening situations may be carried by a
Scout, but should be brought to the medical check.
Youth Protection Policies:
The Boy Scouts of America is committed to the highest standards for youth safety. Youth Protection
requires sustained vigilance and we work every day to protect children through mandatory policies.











The Boy Scouts of America requires adults accompanying a Scouting Unit who are present at
the activity for 72 total hours or more must be registered as a leader, including the completion of
a criminal background check and Youth Protection training.
One-on-Once contact between adults and youth members is prohibited.
Privacy of youth is respected. Adult leaders and youth must respect each other’s privacy,
especially in situations such as changing clothes and taking showers at camp.
Adults may not share a tent with a member of the opposite sex unless they are married.
No youth may share a tent with an adult or person of the opposite sex other than a family
member or guardian.
The buddy system should be used at all times. The buddy system is a safety measure for all
Scouting activities. Buddies are encourages to select each other, with no more than two years
age difference.
Hazing and initiations are prohibited and may not be included as part of any Scouting activity.
No bullying. Verbal, physical and cyber bullying are prohibited in Scouting.

GENERAL CAMP INFORMATION
Visitors:
For your protection, all campers (youth & adult) who leave camp must check out and
in with the Camp Office. Day Visitors are not allowed to stay overnight at Camp
Durant. Please note that the camp wide speed limit is 15 MPH.
If a camper must leave camp and is picked up by a parent or guardian, a driver’s
license must be provided to the camp office in order for that camper to leave.
Visitors may eat in the Grand Lodge Hall - to do so, a meal ticket must be purchased
from the Trading Post. A visitor meal ticket is $10.00.
Alcohol, Drug & Tobacco Policy:
It is the policy of the Boy Scouts of America that the use of alcoholic beverages and
controlled substances are not permitted in camp or activities on property owned and
operated by the Boy Scouts of America, or at any activity involving participation of
youth members.
For the health of all Scouts and Leaders, please respect the rights of all others and
refrain from smoking at Camp Durant. This includes the use of electronic cigarettes,
personal vaporizers or electronic nicotine delivery systems that simulate tobacco
smoking.
Pets in Camp:
In compliance with Boy Scouts of America policy, no pets will be allowed in camp
during the summer camp season

INTERNET ACCESS
Camp Durant has internet access at the Grand
Lodge, Administration Building, Health Lodge,
STEM & Sullivan Center. Each Scoutmaster
will be issued a password in their check-in
packet.

CELL PHONE SERVICE
Camp Durant is in a remote area and cell phone
service is unreliable. Some carriers, like Verizon &
T-Mobile have slightly better reception than others.
Camp is meant for getting away from it all!! Enjoy
the break!

ARRIVAL SCHEDULE
Check-In: Thursday

Camp Gate

2:00 - 2:30 PM

Check-In & Receive Camp Assignment
Settle into Campsite

2:30 - 4:00 PM

Medical Checks
Swim Checks ***
Dining Hall Orientations
Tour of Camp

4:30 PM

Safety Presentations (Dining Hall)

5:00 PM

Back in Campsite, get acquainted, prepare for dinner

5:45 PM

Waiter to Dining Hall

5:50 PM

Assembly at Dining Hall (In Uniform)

6:00 PM

Dinner

After checking in at your campsite, there will be a camp guide to escort you through
the check-in process including medical form checks, waterfront orientation and swim
checks (weather and time permitting), followed by a visit to the Grand Lodge to review
dining procedures.
*** Please carry a day pack with you so that you can change into your swim-wear
more quickly, if you are not already wearing your swimsuit, instead of having to
unpack all your gear. There will be plenty of time to unpack your gear and set-up after
the orientation process.

DAILY SCHEDULE
FRIDAY
8:00 AM

Morning Assembly, Color Guard in Field Uniform

8:15 AM

Breakfast

8:45 AM

Morning Parent Update—Dining Hall

9:00-10:15 AM

Session 1

10:30-11:45 AM

Session 2

12:15-12:45 PM Floating Lunch
1:00-1:50 PM

Quiet Time, Den Time, on your own

2:00-3:15 PM

Session 3

3:30-4:45 PM

Session 4

5:00-6:30 PM

ALL AREAS CLOSED

5:50 PM

Flags

6:00-6:30 PM

Evening Meal

EVENING SCHEDULE
8:15 PM

FRIDAY:

Campfire

DEPARTING SCHEDULE
SATURDAY MORNING:
8:00 AM

Flags/Breakfast

8:45-9:00 AM

Clean Campsite / Check-Out

2022 Cub/Webelos Summer Camp - ATTENDANCE ROSTER
Packs/Dens bringing multiple youth to resident camp will need to provide a complete
roster of campers. Two (2) deep leadership is required for every six (6) youth attending. All Leaders must be registered and provide a copy of their current Youth Protection Certification.
All Tiger Cubs MUST be accompanied by Parent (Guardian)/Partner!
Leaders should bring a copy of emergency contact information for all campers.
Pack #_______ Council:____________________________________
Den #_______
Youth Name

District:____________________________________
Rank

(As of June 1st)

Adult

Unit Position

SESSION ACTIVITIES
Based on number of campers attending, groups will rotate through activity areas
based on group size and rank. Advancement is based on theme related activities.
Not all activities will be completed in full. An Advancement Report will be supplied at
the end of camp. All advancements should be reported to the Scout’s Den Leader.
9:00 - 9:45 AM
10:00 - 10:45 AM
11:00 - 11:50 AM
2:00 - 2:50 PM
3:00 - 3:50 PM
4:00 - 5:30 PM

Session 1
Session 2
Session 3
Session 4
Session 5
Open Activity

TENTATIVE ADVANCEMENT ACTIVITIES (Subject to Program Changes)
NOTE: Please bring handbooks. At anytime either an Area Director and/or the Parent
can sign off on advancements.
We are planning activities for Tiger Cubs, Wolf, Bear & Webelos. Advancement
opportunities based on a planned program and we encourage you to bring their
handbooks. There may be activities that you choose to do on your own. Activities are
planned for the following areas:
Swimming
Shooting Sports (BB and Archery Ranges)
Handicraft
Outdoor Skills and Ecology
Bouldering (Cubs)
Climbing (Webelos)
There will be plenty of opportunities for you to experience Camp Durant at your own
pace. Fishing and hiking on your own as well as a volleyball and basketball court on
the activity field. There will be free time activities in most areas and an opportunity to
go back to your favorite area for more fun.
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UNIFORMING
Field Uniforms (Dress)
Evening Assembly, Meals
and Campfires

Activity Uniform
Check-In& Out

Activities during the day/evening

When a Cub Scout wears a Scout related t-shirt with
Scout shorts & socks, its called a “BSA Activity Uniform”.
The BSA Activity Uniform is casually called a Class “B”
Uniform.
Shoes: Closed toe shoes for all activities
Water Shoes/Sandals - waterfront/showering
*No Open Toe shoes or flip flops!

In Case of Emergency
Occoneechee Scout Reservation has a Health Lodge open 24 hours a day and is managed by staff
members trained in handling accidents and illnesses. There are also hospitals and clinics nearby. If
this kind of treatment is required, the Scout’s parents will be notified by telephone and their wishes
concerning treatment will be respected. If such a trip is requires, we ask that a Scout’s Leader drive
the Scout to the hospital. This way the Health Officer will still be in camp to treat any other potential
injuries.
In the event of a camp-wide emergency, the camp siren may sound. At which, everyone in camp
should report to the Grand Lodge and wait for further instructions from Camp Staff. The Camp Staff
undergoes training in handling common types of emergencies. A camp-wide emergency situation
may consist of severe weather, wildfire, missing campers, missing swimmers, or any possible severe
medical emergency. Anyone who becomes aware of an emergency situation or danger should
notify a Staff Member who will contact Camp Leadership.

Wildlife
Occoneechee Scout Reservation is a wilderness setting where it is common to encounter various
forms of wildlife such as deer, turkey, fox, racoons, snakes, turtles and more. Bites from animals are
extremely rare, but precautions should be taken. Observe wildlife from a distance so they are not
scared and do not disturb wildlife just for a better look.

Safety Tips
Safety is the first priority at camp. Here are a few helpful tips for a fun, safe camping experience.
 No riding in the back of trucks or trailers
 Wear closed-toed shoes
 Always use the buddy system; 2 or more Scouts go everywhere together
 Fires should be completely extinguished before leaving the campsite; please do not create new
fire rings.
 Follow Whittling Chip procedures when using knives.
 Use insect repellents containing DEET or Permethrin.
 Carry flashlights when walking at night.
 Shake out clothing and shoes before wearing them.
 Keep food out of tents.


Check for ticks & tick bites daily (tick bites treated within 12 hours rarely have any long-term effects).

Firewood
We ask that Packs do not bring their own firewood. If a Pack would like to have a campfire, ask the
Camp Durant Staff and they will provide you with firewood, you can also collect downed wood from
the forest.

Lost & Found
Lost and Found is located at the Grand Lodge. If you lose something during your stay, check with
the Camp Staff to see if the item has been turned in. To make it easier to recover lost items, Scouts
should clearly mark their items with their name and Pack number.
If you get home and discover a missing item, call the Camp Office (910) 948-2382 for the missing
item. After the summer camping season, all items in the lost and found will be donated or thrown
away.

Special Dietary Needs
At Durant, our first priority is the safety and well being of our campers. We have systems in place to
ensure that all Scouts and Leaders who have special dietary needs or food allergies are accommodated at camp.
We can store supplemental food in our Dining Hall Kitchen, prepare a modified menu or work with
Scouts, Parent(s) or Leaders to provide alternatives. Please make the Camp Director and Food
Service Director aware of special dietary needs or allergies at least 2 weeks prior to your arrival at
camp. This can be done by filling out the Special Dietary Needs Form (page 23) and emailing to:
laureen.gillie@scouting.org. This will facilitate preparations for the Scouts or Leaders with a special
dietary needs and allow contact with the Scout’s Parents before camp if necessary.

Trading Post
Camp Durant operates a Trading Post. The Trading Post stocks items from camp souvenirs, craft
items, pocket knives, some camping supplies, ice cream & snacks. The Trading Post is open during
the days and evenings and hours of operation will be posted for your convenience. Master Card and
VISA are accepted.

SIX ESSENTIALS for HIKING &
CAMPING CHECKLIST
While doing any outdoor activity with your Cub Scouts, each Scout should have the following six essentials.

FIRST AID KIT

□

FLASHLIGHT □

Cub Scouts will only need a small kit of
their own. Their kids should have some
adhesive bandages, moleskin to prevent
blisters, antibiotic ointment (single use
packages work great), and insect bite pain
reliever. This is not a comprehensive list,
but it will get your Cub Scout started.

FILLED WATER BOTTLE

TRAIL FOOD

□

□

Trail mix, granola bars, fruit…
Food that is healthy, energy
boosting and does not need to
be refrigerated.

Keeping your Cub Scout hydrated
is crucial, especially when it is hot
out. Everyone should have a water
bottle that will hold enough water
for the entire hike. If you’re going
on a longer hike and need to carry
more water, a Camelbak hydration
pack is a great solution.

SUN PROTECTION

For camping and
to have at night.

WHISTLE

□

□

There are two things your Cub Scouts need to
know about the whistle:
1) It’s only for emergencies
2) Three blasts of the whistle means “HELP!”
*It might be a good idea to practice the help
signal before the hike or during a Den Meeting
in order for the Scouts to understand the rules
asociated with the whistle.

We all know how important sunscreen is - even when its cloudy.
Also a hat and lip balm.

Remember, everyone going on the hike, or camping trip needs to have their own (this includes
parent partners and leaders). Each Cub Scout needs to carry these items in their own backpack.

Open Areas
There is plenty for Cub Scouts to do at Cub Summer Camp. There are Den times scheduled were
Dens are free to enjoy all Durant has to offer. Dens may go on a hike, go fishing, swimming or
boating on Nello Teer Lake. The Camp Staff will have the Climbing Tower, BB and Archery Ranges
open for Cubs to use. There is a Gaga Ball Pit and Cubs can even search for fossil sharks teeth
near the STEM Center. There is a lot of exciting things to do at Camp Durant and the Open Den
Time is a chance to see a little bit of all that can be done at camp.

Flag Ceremonies
The camp will assemble for Flag Ceremonies in the
morning and evening. Scouts and Leaders are expected
to attend the Flag Ceremonies in full BSA Uniform.
Packs will have the opportunity to show off cheers and
run-ons during Roll Call. Cubs are encouraged to be
creative, but longer skits and songs are better suited for
meals & Campfires.

Leaders Meeting
Leaders Meeting will be held Friday after breakfast on the Grand Lodge patio. At the Leaders Meeting, adults will receive updates on any special events happening for the day and have an opportunity to ask questions.

Swim Checks
All Cubs and Adults who wish to participate in
any waterfront activities (including swimming
and boating) must complete a swim check and
be classified according to their swimming ability.
Swim checks will take place at the waterfront
after check-in from 2:30 to 4:00 PM with
qualified lifeguards. Each Cub and adult will be
assigned a buddy tag.

TIGER ADVENTURES
Backyard Jungle - In this adventure, Tigers will learn that there are many types of living
things that share the place where we live. All animals, plants and insects have a purpose
in our environment. It is everyone’s duty to be mindful of other creatures’ habitats.
Regardless of their age, Tigers can make a difference.
Tiger: Safe & Smart - In this adventure, Tigers will learn that a safe child is one who is
aware of his or her surroundings and knows how to respond to danger.
Sky is the Limit - This adventure will help Tigers learn about the mysterious night sky.
Tiger in the Wild - Tigers will learn to put the “outing” in Scouting with this outdoor
adventure. They will start to develop an understanding of the Outdoor Ethics Program as
they are introduced to many skills that will be important throughout their Scouting careers.
Floats & Boats - This adventure will teach Tigers about different types of boats, how to
build a boat using recycled materials and how to stay safe on the water.
Shooting Sports Award - Beyond capturing the enthusiasm that Scouts show for
Shooting Sports, the Cub Scout Shooting Award Program is to encourage Cub Scouts
the development of safe shooting practices and proficiency in Shooting Sports. As a Cub
Scout participates in shooting sports activities and works towards an award, not only are
they building confidence in their abilities, but they also develop self-reliance, sportsmanship and conservation awareness - all elements of good character valued in Scouting.

WOLF ADVENTURES
Call of the Wild - Many join Scouting because they want to go camping. This adventure
will introduce Wolves to several camping skills - selecting and bringing gear, participating
with families in campfire shows and being prepared for bad weather. They will also learn
about animals they might see, the Leave-No-Trace Principles for kids, tying knots and how
to handle potentially harmful situations.
Paws on Path - This adventure will encourage the development of hiking skills in Wolves.
Air of the Wolf - This STEM-based adventure helps Wolves explore basic aspects of air an often overlooked substance. Then, they will discover some of the many things that air
can do for us.
Spirit of the Water - Water, Water everywhere - water to drink, water to cook our food,
water to clean our bodies & teeth, and water to play in! Wolf Scouts will learn how to
conserve water and keep it clean in their homes and neighborhoods. Then they will have
a chance to swim together while having fun and practicing aquatics safety.
Motor Away - We live in an electric world. This adventure gives Wolf Scouts the chance
to rely on the power in their own bodies by blowing air, throwing planes or using rubber
bands. They will have the chance to explore propulsion in its most basic form. Motor,
Away, Wolves!
Shooting Sports Award - Beyond capturing the enthusiasm that Scouts show for
Shooting Sports, the Cub Scout Shooting Award Program is to encourage Cub Scouts the
development of safe shooting practices and proficiency in Shooting Sports. As a Cub
Scout participates in shooting sports activities and works towards an award, not only are
they building confidence in their abilities, but they also develop self-reliance, sportsmanship and conservation awareness - all elements of good character valued in Scouting.

BEAR ADVENTURES
Bear Claws - Most young kids are very excited about the opportunity to own and carry a
pocketknife. In many families this may be a rite of passage. It is important that the
Scouts understand a pocketknife is a tool , not a toy, and how to responsibly handle and
use the pocketknife when they are around others.

A Bear Goes Fishing - Fishing is a skill that can become a lifelong hobby, or possibly a
career. It can be done alone or with family & friends. This Adventure lays some
groundwork for the Fishing Merit Badge once the Bear joins a Scout Troop. This
adventure is meant to be fun and can be used for teaching several points of the Scout
Law such as trustworthy, helpful, courteous, obedient, thrifty, cheerful, clean and even
reverent.
Fur, Feather and Ferns - In this Adventure, Bears will explore the outdoor world of
mammals, birds, plants and more! They will understand that every living thing has a
home - often very close by. Bears will also discover that almost every living thing’s
neighborhood is a home to at least one type of another living thing. Protecting those
homes, called habitats, is up to everyone and Bears can help!

Salmon Run - This Adventure will introduce Bear Scouts to swimming safety, boating
safety, physical development & fitness, skill development and fun on the water. Bears in
nature like to swim and play in the water, and so can Bear Scouts.
Make it Move - This Adventure teaches the Bears about action and reaction. Using
common objects, Bear Scouts will learn about chain reactions, pulleys and levers. The
Bears will take all the things that they learn and create a fun Rube Goldberg-type
machine.
Shooting Sports Award - Beyond capturing the enthusiasm that Scouts show for
Shooting Sports, the Cub Scout Shooting Award Program is to encourage Cub Scouts
the development of safe shooting practices and proficiency in Shooting Sports. As a Cub
Scout participates in shooting sports activities and works towards an award, not only are
they building confidence in their abilities, but they also develop self-reliance, sportsmanship and conservation awareness - all elements of good character valued in Scouting.

WEBELOS & ARROW of LIGHT ADVENTURES
First Responder - This adventure will provide Webelo Scouts with an introduction to the
skills and responsibilities of a First Responder. Activities will cover essential personal
safety and first-aid skills.
Castaway - Survival skills are essential for anyone who might ever become lost in the
wilderness, in a jungle, on a desert island, at sea, or during a Scout hike or campout!
This adventure teaches several of those skills to Webelo Scouts, preparing them to deal
with emergencies in an outdoor environment.
Into the Woods - In this adventure, Webelo Scouts will learn to identify plants& trees and
how they differ in locations around the world. They will gain knowledge about
ecosystems and the importance of conserving our natural resources.
Aquanuat - This adventure will introduce Webelo Scouts to the key principals of aquatics
safety and they develop their swimming and boating skills.
Webelos Walkabout - This adventure prepares Webelo Scouts for an outdoor
experience and hiking activity.
Earth Rocks! - Through this adventure, Webelo Scouts will see the relevancy of earth
science and how it impacts their daily lives. They will begin to understand the use of
rocks and minerals in everyday items. Their investigations will give them an understanding of geological events and they will have the opportunity to learn about geological
features in their own state.
Shooting Sports Award - Beyond capturing the enthusiasm that Scouts show for
Shooting Sports, the Cub Scout Shooting Award Program is to encourage Cub Scouts
the development of safe shooting practices and proficiency in Shooting Sports. As a Cub
Scout participates in shooting sports activities and works towards an award, not only are
they building confidence in their abilities, but they also develop self-reliance, sportsmanship, and conservation awareness.

SUMMER CAMP PACKING LIST
The following is a suggested list of equipment for an enjoyable stay at camp.
Please label all items with the Cub Scout name and the Pack Number.
Please pay special attention to items that should be left at home.
Personal Gear

Optional Gear

____ Uniform

____ Watch

____ Extra Shirt & Pants

____ Camera

____ Socks & Underwear

____ Song Book

____ Jacket

____ Bible, Prayer Book

____ Rain Gear

____ Fishing Pole & Tackle

____ Sleep Wear

____ Stationary & Stamps

____ Sneakers &/or Hiking Boots

____ Laundry Bag

____ Swim Wear/Swim Shoes

____ Camp Chair

____ Towels & Toiletries
____ Shower Shoes
____ Sleeping Bag or Blankets
____ Pillow
____ Flashlight w/extra Batteries
____ Water Bottle
____ Wallet w/Money for Trading Post
____ Handkerchief

____ Bug Repellent
____ Sun Screen
____ Cub Scout Handbook

Webelos/Arrow of Light Overnighter Please bring a garbage bag to load gear in
& label.
____ Sleeping Bag
____ Pillow
____ Rain Gear
____ Water Bottle
____ Flashlight
____ Jacket or Sweatshirt
____ Bug Repellent
____ School Backpack for Hike

Please Leave at Home:
Fireworks, Firearms, Ammunition, Aerosol Cans, Radios, Televisions, Personal Music Devices,
Electronic Games, Squirt Guns, Dice, Un-Scout like Literature, Alcohol and Illegal Drugs.

Special Dietary Request Form

CUB SCOUT SUMMER CAMP
The following form must be filled out and returned at least ten days prior to arriving at
Summer Camp, or the Pack will be responsible for any food outside our regular menu.
Forms may either be turned in at the Council Office or scanned (or take a picture of) and
emailed to campdurant@gmail.com
Please be as specific as possible

Pack #________

Contact Name: ______________________________ Phone #_______________________
Food Allergies: (be specific - i.e. allergic to peanuts and food prepared around them)

Scout/Adult Name:

Food Allergy:

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
Special Dietary Needs: (be specific - i.e. vegetarian, vegan, religious needs, etc.)
Scout/Adult Name:

Special Dietary Need:

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

RETURN 2 WEEKS PRIOR TO START OF CAMP

Camp Durant is Nationally Accredited
by the National Council of the Boy
Scouts of America. Regionally trained
appraisers inspect the camp annually.
Key staff members are trained through
the BSA National Camp School and all
staff members are trained in CPR and
basic first aid.

Camp Durant
Mission Statement
It is the mission of the
Occoneechee Scout
Reservation to provide
Scouts with a safe outdoor
program full of opportunities:


To practice the Patrol Method



To encounter leadership and
learning experiences that
enhance personal skills and
result in rank advancement



To achieve personal goals



To experience the fun and
adventure only found outdoors

The Occoneechee Council, in collaboration with the community, operates to
serve the youth of central North Carolina by providing an environment where
leadership opportunities, life-long skills,
strong values and morals are the outcomes desired for future generations.
The Occoneechee Scout Reservation
and Camp Durant does not discriminate
against any person based on race, color, religion, creed, age, marital status or
any other legally protected characteristic in the administration of any program.
The Occoneechee Scout Reservation
and Camp Durant will endeavor, as far
as practically applicable, to meet the
needs of the disabled under the direction of the Americans with Disabilities
Act of 1990. Any Scout or Leader with
a disability requiring the intervention of
the camp staff including dietary restrictions (Halal, Kosher) should contact
the Camp Administration at least one
week prior to attendance at summer
camp.

For the most current information about the
Occoneechee Scout Reservation

(Camp Durant & Camp Reeves)
COVID Policies & Procedures
Please refer to the Camp Durant Website at:
https://ocscouts.org/covid-osr-policies-and-procedures/

